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The Business Case for Safety
Top 10 Reasons Companies Invest in their OHS Programs 
OHS directors are at a distinct disadvantage 
when it comes to competing with other parts 
of the company for money to support their 
programs. While safety is vitally necessary 
to every company, as a management function 
it’s commonly perceived as a cost center that 
doesn’t generate revenue and profits the way 
other parts of the business do. So, it’s hard to 
build a business case for 
investing in safety. 

But this shouldn’t be 
overstated. The fact is 
that companies do spend 
substantial amounts 
of money on safety. In 
fact, many companies 
are spending more than 
ever on safety. What 
got into the heads of the 
CEOs and CFOs of these 
companies? Knowing 

what motivated them to open their wallets 
may help you press the right buttons with 
your C-Suiters. 

Luckily, there are surveys showing what 
prompts management of companies to make 
a serious financial commitment to safety. 
According to one survey, the Top 10 motives 
are, in order.

The OHS Insider 14th Annual Due Diligence 
Scorecard 
Using Recent Cases to Assess Your OHS Program 
While preventing OHS violations and injury 
remains the paramount objective, showing 
“due diligence” is the key to avoiding liability 
for any that do occur. The key to due diligence 
is having the right OHS program. But how 
can you tell if your own program measures 
up? In 2005, we invented a unique tool to 
help OHS directors make that assessment: 
the Annual Due Diligence Scorecard tracking 
and drawing practical lessons from every 
OHS prosecution across Canada in the past 
year. 

Note to Users: If you already know the ABCs 
of due diligence, you can skip the next section 
and go right to the Scorecard. But if you want a 
concise lesson or refresher, keep on reading. 

DUE DILIGENCE BASICS

Although “due diligence” has become part of 
the OHS compliance vocabulary, the term is 
frequently misunderstood. Technically, “due 
diligence” is the name for a legal defence 
used by defendants to avoid liability for an 
OHS offence. 

How It Plays Out

Stage 1: As the prosecution begins, the 
Crown has the burden of proving that the 
defendant committed an act the law bans or 
omitted to do something it requires, such as 
ensuring machine guards are in place to bar 
workers’ access to pinch points. 

Stage 2: When and if the Crown proves the 
so-called actus reus beyond a reasonable 

...continued on page 2
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doubt, the burden shifts to the defendant to show on a 
balance of probabilities that it acted with due diligence. 
There are 2 branches of the due diligence defence: 

 �  Reasonable steps: The most common branch is showing 
that you took reasonable steps to comply with the 
law and protect workers’ health and safety, ensure 
compliance with OHS laws and prevent the offence; and

 �  Reasonable mistake of fact: The other option is to show 
that you reasonably relied on a set of facts that turned 
out wrong but had they been true would have made the 
act or omission legal. 

The Factors of Reasonableness 

In judging what steps it was reasonable for an employer to take, 
courts consider: 

 � The foreseeability of the hazard and likeliness to occur

 � The hazard’s preventability

 � The degree of potential harm

 � The employer’s control 

‘Due Diligence’ as OHS Program Standard

Safety professionals and OHS directors tend to use the 
term “due diligence” as a standard for measuring their 
OHS programs. And while there’s a slight disconnect 
between the lawyer and layperson use, both versions work. 
The simple reason: Both assign a central role to the OHS 
program. The principle that due diligence is impossible 
without a sound OHS program is as old as the due diligence 
defence itself. 

The Key Role of the Court Cases

Using due diligence to judge the soundness of an OHS 
program is 100% sensible but tricky to apply on a practical 
basis. The problem is that due diligence gets decided case-
by-case. So, it’s hard to judge whether your own OHS 
program measures up—unless, of course, you actually get 
prosecuted. 

Of course, there’s a much better way: Look at how courts 
have ruled in prosecutions against other companies and 
draw the lessons necessary to evaluate your own OHS 
program. Recognizing that most OHS directors don’t have 
the budget, time or resources necessary to find and analyze 
all of the cases, we invented the Due Diligence Scorecard 
to do it for them. 

THE 2018 SCORECARD

This year’s version of the Scorecard is actually 2 for the 
price of 1, covering both 2017 and 2018. Through the end 
of October 2018, there have been 13 OHS prosecutions 
turning on a due diligence defence. As is usually the case, 
the success rate was below 20%. Here’s the breakdown: 

 (  Wins: The due diligence defence worked in 2 cases, 
from Alberta and Ontario; 

 )  Losses: The defence failed and the defendant was 
found guilty in 11 cases which took place in BC (7), 
Nova Scotia (2), Ontario and Québec.

THE 2017 SCORECARD

While 2018 is following previous patterns, 2017 is a bit of 
an outlier in terms of both case volume and relative success 
of the due diligence defence with defendants winning 5 of 
the 21 cases. And among the remaining 16, 3 were split 
decisions with defendants scoring a due diligence win on 
at least one OHS charge.  

 (  Wins: The due diligence defence worked in 5 cases, 
from Ontario (4) and Saskatchewan;

 )  Losses: The defence failed and the defendant was 
found guilty in 13 cases, including BC (4), Ontario (4), 
Nova Scotia (2), Québec (1), Newfoundland (1) and 
New Brunswick (1); 

 �  Mixed: There were also 3 split decisions with 
defendants winning on some due diligence defences 
but losing on the others, from Alberta, Manitoba and 
Saskatchewan.  

BOTTOM LINE

Visit OHSInsider.com for a synopsis of 37 cases decided 
since January 2017 in which a court or other tribunal ruled 
on a company’s (or individual’s) due diligence defence in an 
OHS prosecution.

...Due Diligence Scorecard continued from cover

https://ohsinsider.com/topics/due-diligence/the-ohs-insider-14th-annual-due-diligence-scorecard-using-recent-cases-to-assess-your-ohs-program
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ASK THE EXPERT
Which Workers Are “Safety-Sensitive”?     
QUESTION 
Is a teacher a safety-sensitive worker?  

ANSWER 
Normally, NO; but it could be in unusual circumstances. 

Explanation: 
Cannabis legalization has given new importance to the 
phrase “safety-sensitive.” Generally, because alcohol and 
drug testing is so privacy invasive, it’s only justified when 
the worker being tested has a “safety-sensitive” position, 
i.e., one that requires a high degree of care and safety and 
becomes highly dangerous when done by a person who’s 
impaired. Examples include airline pilots, bus drivers, 
operators of heavy equipment, workers in mines and other 
dangerous work environments, etc. 

Teachers are NOT ordinarily thought of as safety-sensitive. 
But teacher could potentially be a safety-sensitive position 
if they’re assigned special safety-sensitive responsibilities 
like driving a school van full of kids or being in charge of 
their safety during a class trip.  

Can You Do Post-Incident Drug/Alcohol Testing 
of Workers after a Fender-Bender?   

QUESTION 
Scenario: A vehicle carrying 3 workers got into a vehicle 
incident like hitting a jersey barrier while trying to back 
the vehicle into a stall. Can we do post-incident drug and 
alcohol testing—and on whom, all 3 or just the driver?

ANSWER 
It depends on the seriousness of the incident, what your 
testing policy says and whether you apply it fairly. 

Explanation: 
The first thing you need to justify post-incident testing is a 
safety-sensitive workplace.

Next, you need a post-incident policy that’s clear, specific 
and limited to safety-sensitive workers and serious 
incidents, which can include not only actual incidents but 
near misses involving risk of serious injury or property 
damage. The policy should also include procedures to 
ensure testing is carried out fairly and only if needed, e.g., 
immediately interviewing the workers involved to get their 
explanation.

Last but not least, you must apply the policy fairly and 
consistently and not abuse it to test any and every worker 
after any and every incident. You don’t need reasonable 

suspicion of impairment (unless the policy says you do); 
by the same token, you shouldn’t require testing when it’s 
pretty clear that the worker was sober. 

Check out this piece in OHSI to see how courts apply these 
principles in actual cases.  

Selecting Appropriate Hearing Protection: Ear 
Buds v. Ear Plugs    
QUESTION 
Do safety standards ban use of ear buds to listen to music 
while working in manufacturing? Can workers use ear 
buds for hearing protection?

ANSWER 
Yes and Maybe

Explanation: 
First, we need to define our terms. 

Ear buds are the things you stick in your ears to listen to 
music. Use of ear buds by plant workers creates safety 
risks if: 

 � It distracts the worker;

 � It interferes with their ability to communicate with co-
workers, supervisors and other personnel; 

 � It interferes with the effectiveness of the hearing 
protection they’re using; and/or

 � The cord connecting the ear buds to the device may get 
entangled in moving machine parts. 

Ear plugs are a form of hearing protection that may be used 
as long as: 

 � They’re appropriate to protect workers from the noise 
hazards to which they’re exposed based on sound level 
and duration;

 � Comply with CSA Z94.2-02, Hearing Protection Devices 
—Performance, Selection, Care, and Use;

 � Fit properly; and 

 � Are properly used.  

https://ohsinsider.com/topics/drugs-alcohol/drug-alcohol-testing-is-refusing-to-take-a-post-incident-test-grounds-for-termination
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KNOW THE LAWS
OHS Laws Banning Workers from Work Sites While Impaired  
Cannabis legalization is forcing each province to revise its current OHS rules to deal with workplace impairment issues. 
Although the review process will take months if not years, several jurisdictions have gotten a head start in form of OHS 
provisions that ban workers from entering or remaining on a work site when they’re impaired. Others have impairment 
provisions but only for specific industries like mining; others have no provisions at all. Here’s the complete rundown as it 
currently stands: 

Jurisdiction Other Requirements

Federal Employee may not work if his/her ability to function is impaired by fatigue, illness, alcohol, drugs or other 
conditions (Oil & Gas Occ. Safety & Health Regs., Sec. 18.16)

Alberta OHS laws don’t address workplace impairment but government guidelines specify that it’s a workplace 
hazard employers must address

British 
Columbia

Person must not and employer must not allow person to enter or stay at workplace while his/her ability to 
work is affected by alcohol, a drug or other substance so as to endanger the person or anyone else (OHS 
Reg., Sec. 4.20)

Manitoba Employer at mine operation must take all reasonable steps to ensure a worker doesn’t work at mine while 
under the influence of alcohol or a drug that impairs or could impair his/her ability to work safely, or bring, 
keep or use alcohol or drugs at mine (Operation of Mines Reg., Sec. 4.9)

New Brunswick None

Newfoundland 
& Labrador

Employer, supervisor or worker may not enter or stay at workplace or job site while his/her ability to 
perform work responsibilities is impaired by intoxicating substances or other cause that endangers health or 
safety (OHS Regs., Sec. 26(2)) 

Nova Scotia None

Ontario  No person under the influence of, or carrying, an intoxicating alcoholic beverage, drug or narcotic substance 
may enter, be on or knowingly allowed to enter, or be on, a mine, mining plant or oil rig—exception for 
workers with prescriptions who can provide medical proof of ability to work (OHS, respectively, Mines & 
Mining Plants, Sec. 15; Oil & Gas-Offshore Reg., Sec. 64)

Prince Edward 
Island

None

Québec Employer at construction site must ensure no worker works while his/her faculties are impaired by alcohol, 
drug or other substance (OHS, Safety Code for Const. Ind., Sec. 2.4.2.(e)) 

Saskatchewan Employer or contractor at mining site must take all reasonable steps to ensure that no person whose ability 
to work safely is impaired by alcohol, drugs or other substance is allowed to work at mine (OHS, Mines Reg., 
2003, Sec. 21)

Northwest 
Territories

 � Ban on worker entering or staying at work site if impaired, i.e., have weakened judgment or physical 
abilities due to fatigue, illness, alcohol or drugs that harms his/her normal abilities to work safely

 � Employer duty to prevent worker from entering or staying at site if impaired

 � Workers’ duty to notify employer that they’re impaired

 � Employer duty to implement written impairment policy (OHS Regs, Sec. 35.1)

Nunavut None

Yukon None
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LAWSCAPE

OHS Laws Banning Workers from  
Work Sites While Impaired 

Ban on impairment applies to all 
work sites

Ban on impairment applies only to 
specific types of work sites

No ban on impairment at work site 

ALBERTA

MANITOBA2

QUÉBEC4

NUNAVUT

NORTHWEST 
TERRITORIES

YUKON

NOVA 
SCOTIA

NEW 
BRUNSWICK

PEI

NEWFOUNDLAND
& LABRADOR

ONTARIO3

BRITISH 
COLUMBIA

SASKATCHEWAN5

NOTES

(1) Federal OHS laws ban on impairment applies only to workers at oil and gas sites

(2) Manitoba OHS laws ban on impairment applies only to workers at mining sites

(3) Ontario OHS laws ban on impairment applies to any persons but only at mines, mining plants and 
oil rigs

(4) Québec OHS laws ban on impairment applies only to workers at construction sites

(5) Saskatchewan OHS laws ban on impairment applies to any person but only at mining sites
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Mental Stress
Nov. 2: WorkSafeBC is 
holding public review 
on a tricky issue: How to resolve 
mental disorder claims, which often 
take years to develop, with the 
requirement that workers’ comp 
claims be filed within one year of 
a death, injury, disablement or 
occupational disease. The agency will 
use the feedback to develop a policy 
establishing an official deadline for 
filing mental disorder claims.

Workers’ 
Compensation
Jan. 1: The 2019 average assessment 
rate is increasing from $1.93 to $2.05 
per $100 assessable payroll:
�� Biggest increase: Services Low rate 

group from $0.68 to $0.70 (+2.9%)
�� Biggest decrease: Service High 

group from $2.95 to $2.79 (-5.4%)
�� Government rate group from $1.54 

to $1.56 (+1.3%). 

BC

YT

Workers’ 
Compensation  
Dec.: The WSCC plans to 
discuss making revisions to the 
following 3 policies during its 
upcoming governance meeting: 
�� Policy 04.05, Dental 

Treatment
�� Policy 04.10, Employer Cost 

Transfer and Relief
�� Policy 10.05, Funding 

Strategy. 

NT

Workers’ 
Compensation
Oct. 25: Second Reading for Bill 8 (Bill 25 in NWT) 
proposing the following workers’ comp changes:
�� Clarify definitions of “disability,” “impairment” and 

“employer”
�� Eliminate requirement for a primary health care 

provider
�� Clarify compensation payable to dependent child of a 

dead worker
�� Add unemployment benefits as category of 

remuneration in totaling income
�� Authority of WSCC to inspect health care providers’ 

records to verify services received by a worker.  

Workplace 
Harassment
Oct. 1: As part of its effort 
to combat harassment, 
the Government of Sask. is 
asking all of its employees 
to take a 90-minute online 
Respect in the Workplace 
training course.   

SK

Recycling 
Oct. 25: The 
province 
officially approved the 
Stewardship Manitoba 
program plan for 
recycling of used tires. 
The announcement 
comes less than 2 weeks 
after approval of the 
stewardship plan for used 
oil and oil containers, 
filters and antifreeze.   

Climate Change 
Nov. 16: That’s the deadline to 
weigh in on the carbon tax and 
other key aspects of the province’s 
new climate change approach. The 
government plans to roll out the official 
first draft for public feedback later this 
fall.   

Farm Safety 
Dec. 1: OHS Code changes take effect to increase protection for 
waged, non-family workers on farms and ranches, including mandatory: 
�� Emergency evacuation plans
�� Protections against falls into bins 

and hoppers
�� PPE training

�� Mechanical equipment for 
moving heavy and awkward 
loads

�� Machine guarding
�� Standards for scaffolding
��  Workplace violence prevention plans.

AB

Month In Review
A roundup of new legislation, regulations, 
government announcements, court cases and 
arbitration rulings.
Visit OHSInsider.com for the complete  
Month-In-Review.

http://www.wscc.nt.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Website%20Stakeholder%20Engagement%20-%20Policy%2004.05%2C%20Dental%20Treatment%20-%20EN.pdf
http://www.wscc.nt.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Website%20Stakeholder%20Engagement%20-%20Policy%2004.10%2C%20Employer%20Cost%20Transfer%20and%20Relief%20-%20EN.pdf
http://www.wscc.nt.ca/sites/default/files/documents/Website%20Stakeholder%20Engagement%20-%20Policy%2010.05%2C%20Funding%20Strategy%20-%20EN.pdf
https://www.alberta.ca/farm-and-ranch-consultations.aspx
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Workers’ 
Compensation
Oct. 25: Second Reading for Bill 8 (Bill 25 in NWT) 
proposing the following workers’ comp changes:
�� Clarify definitions of “disability,” “impairment” and 

“employer”
�� Eliminate requirement for a primary health care 

provider
�� Clarify compensation payable to dependent child of a 

dead worker
�� Add unemployment benefits as category of 

remuneration in totaling income
�� Authority of WSCC to inspect health care providers’ 

records to verify services received by a worker.  

NU

Recycling 
Oct. 25: The 
province 
officially approved the 
Stewardship Manitoba 
program plan for 
recycling of used tires. 
The announcement 
comes less than 2 weeks 
after approval of the 
stewardship plan for used 
oil and oil containers, 
filters and antifreeze.   

MB

Climate Change 
Nov. 16: That’s the deadline to 
weigh in on the carbon tax and 
other key aspects of the province’s 
new climate change approach. The 
government plans to roll out the official 
first draft for public feedback later this 
fall.   

ON

OHS Fund
Jan. 1: CNESST has 
decided to keep the 
2019 average Occupational 
Health and Safety Fund 
contribution rate at $1.79 
per $100 assessable payroll. 
Maximum annual insurable 
earnings will increase from 
$74,000 to $76,500 and 
maximum weekly insurable 
earnings will go from $1,419.26 
to $1,467.20. 

QC

Climate Change 
Oct. 23: Key elements of the 
province’s newly adopted carbon 
pricing plan (which takes effect Jan. 1): 
�� Federally-mandated 4.42¢ carbon tax
�� Federally-mandated 5.37¢ diesel gas 

tax
�� Performance-based system offering 

incentives to industries for meeting 
GHG reduction targets.

NL

RSIs 
Nov. 26: That’s the deadline 
to comment on proposed 
new criteria for coverage of 
repetitive strain injuries under WCB 
Policy POL-91: 
�� Must be ample evidence of 

significant RSI risk factors related 
to work activities

�� Medical information must 
support finding of RSI

�� RSI must be work-related.

PE

Workers’ 
Compensation
Jan. 1: The average assessment rate 
remains at $2.65 per $100 of payroll for 
the 15th year in a row: 
�� Employers with same or decreased 

rate: 56%
��  Employers with increased rate: 44%
�� Employers paying a surcharge for 

claims costs significantly higher than 
their industry peers: 96 (0.47% of all 
employers). 

NS

OHS Education
Oct. 4: WorkSafeNB is 
partnering with community 
colleges across the province on a 
one-year program to establish an OHS 
curriculum designed to instill a sense 
and culture of workplace health and 
safety in students.  

NB

CASE: X-Ray Machine Radiation Fears Don’t Justify Work Refusal 
Airport security agents began a work refusal citing exposure to radiation emitted by a nearby baggage screening 
device and inadequacy of the lead curtains designed to protect them. The JHSC found no danger but the refusal 
continued and the government inspector sided with the agents noting that, while remote, the risk of radiation exposure could 
pose a danger. The case then went to the OHS Tribunal which found that the inspector was wrong. To justify a work refusal, 
both the probability and severity of the danger must be real, not simply “hypothetical or speculative.” And since the radiation 
in this case was minimal in dosage and adequately controlled, the agents’ fear of danger wasn’t reasonable or adequate to 
support a work refusal [Securitas Transport Aviation Security Ltd. v. Doyle, 2018 OHSTC 10 (CanLII), Sept. 17, 2018].

FED

http://www.wcb.pe.ca/DocumentManagement/Document/pol91_draft.pdf
https://www.canlii.org/en/ca/ohstc/doc/2018/2018ohstc10/2018ohstc10.html
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EHS COMPLIANCE
“Direct” Indemnity Clauses – Supreme Court Of Canada 
Grants Leave In Resolute FP Canada Inc. v. Her Majesty 
The Queen
The Supreme Court of Canada has granted leave to appeal in Resolute FP Canada Inc. v. Her Majesty the Queen, signaling 
a desire by the top court to bring clarity to indemnity clauses between contracting parties in environmental disputes.

Mercury Release

In 1960, a pulp and paper company released mercury into a river. The release impacted a First Nation located downstream. 
In 1977, the First Nation sued and in 1985 the litigation settled. As part of the settlement, the original owners of the pulp 
and paper operation released the Province of Ontario from two indemnities and paid the First Nation $11.75 million. In 
return, the Province gave an indemnity to the subsequent owners of the pulp and paper mill assets (the assets having 
been divided and sold between 1960 and 1977). The subsequent owners were Reed Ltd. and Great Lakes Forest Products 
Limited. In turn, these owners were each succeeded by Resolute FP Canada Inc. and Weyerhaeuser Company Ltd.

Director’s Order

In 2011, the Ontario Ministry of the Environment issued a Director’s Order requiring that Resolute and Weyerhaeuser 
perform remedial work at the site. Weyerhaeuser and Resolute sought to have all costs of complying with the Director’s 
Order paid for by the Province on the basis of the 1985 indemnity.

Court Rulings

All parties brought applications seeking Summary Judgement on the indemnities issue.

The motions judge found that the Province was required to indemnify the two companies. The Court of Appeal reversed the 
lower court in part, finding that Resolute was not entitled to the indemnity and directing that whether or not Weyerhaeuser 
was entitled to indemnity required further adjudication. Of note was the dissenting opinion of Justice Laskin who would 
have granted the Province’s appeal in full on the basis that Weyerhaeuser could not have enforced the indemnity. Justice 
Laskin was of the view that Weyerhaeuser’s indemnity only related to pollution claims by third parties and not by the 
Province.

Supreme Court of Canada

The Supreme Court of Canada has granted leave to each of the parties, all of whom have appealed.

The Supreme Court’s ruling will be of legal importance for its consideration of indemnity clauses in environmental 
disputes. Generally, such clauses are understood as allocating risk associated with third party claims as against one party 
to the contract. It is less common to see two contracting parties address indemnity as between them, so-called “direct” 
indemnity clauses. There is relatively little law on the application of “direct” indemnity clauses. The Supreme Court of 
Canada’s decision to grant leave may signal a desire to bring clarity to these issues.

The Court’s ruling will have significant implications both for contractual interpretation and drafting as well as the allocation 
of environmental liability, given that similar clauses are found in indemnification agreements between industry and 
government across the country.

About the author Michael Barbero

Michael maintains an advocacy practice primarily focused on responding to the regulatory and 
litigation needs of Alberta’s resource companies. Michael has acted for both large and mid-sized oil and 
gas companies, electrical generators, electrical distributors, national financial institutions, investors, 
and professionals in a host of disputes involving regulatory proceedings, commercial litigation, and 
commercial arbitrations. Michael’s recent representative experience includes project approval of a 
large combined-cycle gas fired power generating facility, advising clients on indigenous and land-
related matters and disputes, and acting for a major corporation in litigation involving damages to 
indigenous lands.

https://mross.com/law/People/LawyerProfile/Michael_Barbero.cid376?utm_source=Mondaq&utm_medium=syndication&utm_campaign=author-bio-link
https://mross.com/law/People/LawyerProfile/Michael_Barbero.cid376?utm_source=Mondaq&utm_medium=syndication&utm_campaign=author-bio-link
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WINNERS & LOSERS
The Other Due Diligence
When Is ‘Mistake of Fact’ a Defence to an OHS Violation?

Your company can violate an OHS law and still avoid liability by showing that it exercised due diligence. The usual way 
to do that is to show that it took all reasonable steps to ensure compliance with the law and prevent the violation. But “all 
reasonable steps” isn’t the only option. A company can also use the so called “mistake of fact” branch of due diligence by 
showing that it reasonably relied on a set of facts that turned out to be wrong but, if they had been true, would have made 
what the company did (or didn’t do) legal. What makes a “mistake of fact” reasonable? Here are 2 cases in which courts 
had to rule on this crucial question. Although both cases are from Ontario, courts across Canada use the same factors in 
determining the reasonableness of a mistake of fact.

MISTAKE IS REASONABLE

WHAT HAPPENED

The walls of a trench collapse killing one of the workers 
installing water pipe inside. The employer is charged with 
failing to install an adequate support system in the trench. 
The employer admits that the trench didn’t meet OHS 
requirements but raises a mistake of fact due diligence 
defence contending that based on its understanding of 
the trench’s measurements, it believed that a support 
system was unnecessary.

DECISION

The Ontario court accepts the employer’s mistake of fact 
defence and tosses the charges.

EXPLANATION 

The employer’s belief that “the excavation of this ditch 
was being conducted in a proper manner, and that 
no danger was involved” wasn’t just sincere but also 
“reasonable.”  There was no consensus as to the exact 
measurements of the trench, the court noted. In fact, the 
employer, MOL and police and fire departments all had 
different measurements. Thus, the employer’s mistaken 
belief that the trench wasn’t deep enough to require a 
support system was reasonable. 

R. v. Graydex Ottawa, [1989] O.J. No. 2722

MISTAKE IS UNREASONABLE 

WHAT HAPPENED

The general contractor tells the excavation subcontractor 
that the area is “clear,” i.e., free from active utility 
services. Believing this to be true, the subcontractor’s 
backhoe operator starts digging but stops when he hits 
concrete. The general contractor orders him to keep 
digging assuring the crew that the concrete is part of the 
footing of an old nursing station. So, the backhoe operator 
resumes the digging and hits a hydro duct encased on the 
concrete, triggering an explosion. The subcontractor is 
charged with an OHS violation but claims mistake of fact 
due diligence. 

DECISION

Guilty as charged. The Ontario Court of Appeal finds that 
it wasn’t reasonable for the subcontractor to rely on the 
general contractor’s information.

EXPLANATION

While it might have been honest, the subcontractor’s 
mistaken belief that the general contractor was providing 
accurate information about the location of active utilities 
wasn’t “objectively reasonable,” especially its decision to 
keep digging without further inquiry after hitting concrete 
the first time in a location that the general contractor had 
pronounced clear for excavation. After all, if the general 
contractor had been wrong once, it could be wrong again. 
So, the subcontractor should have taken additional steps 
to ensure that it was safe for the backhoe operator to 
proceed, such as requesting the site plan or ordering a 
“hydro locate” for the area.  

R. v. London Excavators & Trucking Ltd., [1998] CanLII 3479 
(ON C.A.)

https://www.canlii.org/en/on/onca/doc/1998/1998canlii3479/1998canlii3479.html?autocompleteStr=London%20Excavators%20%26%20Trucking%20Ltd.%2C%20&autocompletePos=1
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SPOT THE SAFETY VIOLATION
Powered Mobile Equipment Is for Moving Materials, Not 
Workers 
A trained OHS inspector seeing this would issue not 1 but 2 citations—can you spot them both?

The first, and obvious violation is being committed by the worker riding on the back 
of the forklift. 

The second violation, which is even more egregious but harder to detect, is being 
committed by the driver who’s allowing him to do so—something a properly certified 
and conscientious forklift operator should never do. 

The Moral: Letting workers hitch a ride on the back of a forklift the way this worker is 
doing violates your OHS duty ensure that: 

 � Unauthorized personnel don’t ride on powered mobile equipment; and

 � Personnel who are allowed to ride are provided a safe place to do so—standing 
on the back of the forklift like the worker in the photo doesn’t count as a safe place.

WHAT’S AT STAKE 3 Reasons to Pay Attention 

If you tolerate this kind of foolishness with forklifts and other powered mobile 
equipment (PME) at your workplace, OHS violations should be the least of your 
concerns. Consider that:  

1. Roughly 1 in 6 of all work fatalities are the result of PME accidents;

2. PME accidents are among the leading causes of serious time-loss injuries;

3. At least 20% to 25% of PME accidents occur because the operator wasn’t adequately trained

12 TRAINING REQUIREMENTS FOR PME OPERATORS The operator is the focal point of PME safety. That’s why OHS 
laws ban workers from operating forklifts and similar equipment—unless and until they get proper training. At a minimum, 
such training must cover:  

1. Operating instructions, warnings and precautions 
relating to the particular type of PME the worker is 
authorized to operate  

2. Differences between operating the PME and driving a 
car or other vehicle 

3. Where the PME’s controls and instruments are located, 
what they do and how they work  

4. How the PME’s engine/motor operates

5. How to steer and maneuver the PME  

6. Visibility

7. Fork and attachment adaptation, operation and use 
limits  

8. The PME’s capacity

9. The PME’s stability

10. Doing any inspection or maintenance on the vehicle that 
the operator is required to perform   

11. Refueling and/or charging and recharging batteries 
safely  

12. Operating limitations, e.g., how fast the PME can go, 
what kinds of surfaces it can and can’t be used on, etc.  

8 PME DRIVING DO’s & DON’Ts 

In addition to the above training, PME operators should be schooled in the following Do’s and Don’ts: 

DO turn off the engine before refueling the PME

DON’T ever operate PME if they don’t have the proper 
training—EVER

DO look in the direction they’re travelling at all times

DON’T carry others as passengers—like the operator is doing 
in the above photo –or use the PME to lift a pallet while 
somebody’s standing on it

DO conduct a visual inspection of the forklift at the start of 
the shift before using it

DON’T try to move loads that weigh more than the PME’s 
safe lifting capacity

DO place forks under the load as far as possible

DON’T park PME on an incline unless the wheels are safely 
blocked
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TOOL - POWERED MOBILE EQUIPMENT
The first step in ensuring safe use of forklifts is identifying the hazards to which workers who operate or work near the 
equipment may be exposed. Hazards to be on the lookout for include not just physical chemical hazards but so-called 
psychosocial risk factors like fatigue and stress. Here’s a form based on a model from WorkSafe Alberta that you can use 
to identify and report the hazards you identify for the next stage of the process: hazard assessment. Click here for a Model 
Forklift Hazard Assessment & Control Form. 

Forklift Hazard Identification Form 
Company:        Date:      

Location:        Completed by:      

Instructions: Check all hazards or potential hazards posed by operation of forklift that apply at the work site, along with a brief description of the hazard 
or potential hazard involved. Techniques you should use to identify hazards include physical observations, examination of relevant safety data including the 
history of forklift incidents and injuries at the work site, review of the forklift manufacturer’s instructions, review of work processes, consideration of the physical 
environment in which forklifts will be used and interviews with workers and supervisors.

COMMENTS

A. PHYSICAL HAZARDS

 Lifting and handling loads by hand
 Repetitive motion
 Slipping and tripping
 Rollover
 Pedestrian traffic
 Vehicular traffic 
 Tipping of loads
 Poor lighting
 Obstructed views
 Sloped surfaces 
 Mechanical defects in equipment
 Electrical 
 Other 

B. CHEMICAL HAZARDS

 Propane
 Compressed gases
 Battery charging and changing
 Handling of combustible, flammable or toxic materials
 Exhaust 
 Other 

C. OPERATOR & HUMAN ERROR

 Use by uncertified operator
 Speeding or unsafe operation
 Failure to inspect before use
 Failure to use seat belts, alarms and other safety devices
 Workers riding on forklifts
 Workers standing on forks to elevate 
 Worker/Pedestrian unawareness of moving forklift in vicinity
 Unsafe loading and unloading techniques
 Other 

D. PSYCHOLOGICAL RISK FACTORS

 Fatigue
 Stress 
 Other 

E. OTHER List any other actual or potential hazards posed by use of forklift equipment at the work site

https://ohsinsider.com/tools/powered-mobile-equipment-forklift-hazard-assessment-control-form
https://ohsinsider.com/tools/powered-mobile-equipment-forklift-hazard-assessment-control-form
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Surviving an OHS Inspection

The 4 Questions OHS Inspectors Ask Workers to Test their WHMIS Training

Perennially a favorite for OHS inspectors, the question of 
whether workers have received proper WHMIS training is 
bound to attract even more attention once the new WHMIS 
2015 rules for employers take effect on Dec. 1, 2018. 

The 4 Questions to Be Ready For

Having thorough training records will be crucial to 
demonstrating that your own WHMIS training program 
measures up. But most OHS inspectors won’t be satisfied 
with that. They’ll want to go right to the source, i.e., the 
workers who are actually exposed to a hazardous product, 
and ask them 4 questions:

1. What are the hazards of the hazardous product? 

2. How are you protected from these hazards? 

3. What do you do in case of an emergency?

4. Where can you go for more information?

If the worker can answer all 4 questions correctly, the 
inspector will conclude that WHMIS training is adequate 
and complies with OHS requirements. 

Inside Sources

How do we know all this?  Answer: It comes directly from 
Alberta WHMIS guidance. And while Alberta may be the 
only province to spell this out, it’s a pretty good bet that 
OHS inspectors in other jurisdictions use the same tactics 
to evaluate the adequacy of WHMIS training. 

So, prepare accordingly.  


